As We See the Movies:

METROPOLITAN

Maelstromhive at the start, mystery
at the finish. This is the story of a
murderer who-"It's upon the woman
whose deep interests and dark
promotion of them. "The Rubbishes" think they are when they who see who."

Walton Avery is the hero, or vil-

Walter Berry is a man who
leader of one of Chinese
riot. His bullies are "the
danger-loving gangsters in a

'Chinese Charlie' (after all, he is the real vil-

The Chinese Charlie whose
care centers around the mysteries

Another "Enter the woman",

The pollution of the earth did they do it?

In spite of what is happening all around us, the belief has

This week-end has seen several

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

Following an established custom, the

The Lambda Chi Alpha house
day afternoon, present-

Middlesex Hospital, near the

The initiative banquet at the Somer-

Other events of the week have
discussion. Mr. C. M. Crompton, with

A charming story, musically told, of

One week only of a Fifth Avenue

THE EDITORIAL SPECULUM

Technology's swimming team has

Not that the team itself isn't

The interesting feature of the game,

Every year, Sigma Xi gives to the

The swimming team is

This laboratory was founded in

A poorly printed picture of

"The Crash." The program

THE OPEN FORUM

To the Editor of THE TECH:

The application for a room to hold a

As we have said, the discussion

Taking into consideration further,

The new motion picture, "Operation

This film is to reach the

A long awaited screening of

The question of preparedness,

For the benefit of the organization
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